COMPANY DESCRIPTION

IVOREEZ™ is a startup company in the Music Education field offering the fastest, easiest and most gratifying piano experience online and via mobile app. This new innovation is piano instruction and sheet music combined making it easy for anyone to play piano within 60 seconds by reading lyrics, not notes. This San Diego based startup has launched their first product and seeking investment within the next 6 months making it an opportune time to learn about the startup world from the ground up and this innovative physical and digital product that is revolutionizing the music performance & music instruction industry.

JOB DESCRIPTION

IVOREEZ™ is a startup company seeking an energetic team member who thrives in a dynamic and creative environment. We offer employees the ability & freedom to work remotely (after in person training) and potential opportunity to continue P/T employment after project completion.

IVOREEZ™ is seeking a Website Developer for their WP site. Some knowledge of CSS, HTML and PHP preferred. Basic understanding of Mobile Phone App Dev preferred. This Paid Internship will include Social Media, SEO and Member Mouse, e/Woo Commerce Management. There is no preference as to the level or degree but must have applicable skills. Intern must have own computer, good communication skills, can commit 8-12 hours per week for 12 weeks, meet deadlines, can work effectively with CEO and have common sense. Position pays $9-12/hr. (based on knowledge/experience)

Accepting applications now. Position starts Jan 4th and interviewees will conduct a preliminary phone or skype interview before final interview scheduled for Dec 28.

Please email resume and cover letter (Include your extent of knowledge or interest in Music, your desire to work with a Startup company and why you are the best candidate for this paid internship position) to Info@ivoreez.com